High-performance optical memory transistors based on a novel organic semiconductor with nanosprouts.
Here, we developed a novel organic semiconductor of 2,7-di(anthracen-2-yl)naphthalene (2,7-DAN), which not only exhibits outstanding hole-transport with a mobility of 3.3 cm2 V-1 s-1 but also shows a high photoresponsivity of 8000 A W-1 with detectivity as high as 1.2 × 1014 Jones. Most importantly, optical memory transistors (OMTs) based on it display an excellent memory effect due to the inhomogeneity (nanosprouts) of the 2,7-DAN film only, different from traditional strategies towards memory devices like the application of a floating gate layer, an electret layer or a photochromic molecule. The findings distinctly make 2,7-DAN an excellent candidate for high performance nonvolatile OMTs with a simpler structure.